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About This Game

Unreal Heroes

is a 2D game inspired by strike force heroes and built on unreal engine 4.

This game only have deathmatch mode at the moment but he will receive few major update after his release with new game
mods , characthers,levels and weapons.
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Title: Unreal Heroes
Genre: Action, Indie, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
OxPrime Studio
Publisher:
OxPrime Studio
Release Date: 21 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Core-2 Duo

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia Geforce 480, Radeon 4870

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space
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A frenetic match 3 puzzler painted with vibrant color and absorbing gameplay. The object is to simply eliminate the cubes in the
playing field before the field reaches Critical Mass. It's cheap, it's great and it's worthy so why isn't it in your library?. i like this
game a great deal, its clearly a ripoff as even the dev admits in the description and for what appears to be a first time
commercial dev release this is rather impressive. removing the 'survival' part of factorio is actually something i quite welcome
because really i just enjoy watching that game run.

and when this game is working properly it absolutely scratches that itch in a much less stressful way than factorio.

it is for sure an early access game, some bugs with the belt and handlers that will need to be sorted, but what is here is playable
and fun. a story, better tutorials (seems the dev may not speak english as a first language), and maybe some updated sprites and i
could see this really shining, especially at the relatively low price point.

ive certainly spent more money on less complete early access games, and could see this being my minesweeper level itch for a
while where something like factorio is more of a commitment.

great attempt, would reccomend if you like other games within the style/genre. cant speak to big pharma even though i own it i
have never been able to get past the tutorial without feeling drowned in jargon.. Terrible graphics, poor voice acting,
uncontrollable aircraft, tiny maps, and you can't set your own control scheme. If you're looking for a flying game then go
elsewhere, because there is nothing good here. I first had some issues with the game, because I disliked the German translation,
but the developer was so kind to explain how to change the language to English!

So I now can finally recommend this game whole-heartedly. East Tower Akio has been my favourite of the four Episodes. As
the first entry of the series it has the weakest overall-plot (not because it was bad, you just get familiar with the game world
itself, and the good thing about this series is the way they build up the plot over the following episodes, so Akio is more like
setting the stage than anything else), but I liked it's lighthearted tone and Akio in general. While the sereies is more of a funny
one, I felt like the plot thickens and gets more interesting and deeper the more you play. But as I said, Akio is like setting the
stage, and because of this the story focused on him, which I enjoyed very much, as he's my favourite of the guys.. Goit the key
form PC Gamer, but playing in Europe, for some reason cant connect to the game evne though my internet is up and running.
Idk if this is a bug or if hte game is dead but plz fix.
. 4/5 Stars for the current version. Great software, improves upon so many different games, not perfect or close enough yet but
really good!. Good concept but the game is a bit disordered. Buy only if you have cents to spend gg.....
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Rich Garbers work for Train SImulator is ALL outstanding. This route is no exception.. This is a good game! It's the first game
with a real "Robinson Crusoe" atmosphere and I like it very much! Sure, the game is not finished, but it's in early access.

I don't understand the negatove criticism. Either you buy it and if you are not happy, you can refund it or you don't refund it to
support the devs.

I can recommend this game to everybody who like to feel like Robinson Crusoe on a lonely island!

Update 2018.11.25:
They added a lot of new stuff! Now we can fight with bears and wolves and a completely new island is here!

The game have monthly updates. Some people say this is "less", but the updates are big! Some early acces games have just "a
new icon" on updates, LIN updates are big!

Some people say, there are not much structures to build. I say: Yes, but every structure have deep game mechanics. It's not
difficult to create a lot of ("cosmetic") structures to build, but it's difficult to create deep game mechanics. I'm very confident to
this game!. The only reason that I would recommend this game is that I see the potential in this game. The visual design of this
game, environment and characters, is obviously, dedicated. I can feel the passion and anger of the game producer from the
indulging color and lines of the heroes and the battlefield. The designer, or lead artist of this game is clearly a nervous and fussy
kind of a nerd.
However, the intention to attract customers with the exquisite visual art is apparently a failure. The sound effect of each attack
is incredibly boring, keeps reminding me of every dinner time when my mom was grinding the kitchen knife. What is dreadfully
sad is that I had to play alone, and nobody was there. Perhaps it will be more fun if players could fill at least a room. Even the
PVE is extremely disappointing, I had to GUESS what to do. With NO guidelines AT ALL when I first try this game. Holly
Christ! I am not the game developer! What on earth makes them think I could figure it out what the ** is going here? Come on,
the two-laned battlefield is extremely large and one can easily get lost. I do hope that next time, there will be a guideline
GUIDING me to do step-by-step when I first jump into this game.
Another point that i cannot bear is that there is no rewarding or developing system of each character. Why am I trying to defeat
those dragons and monsters if I cannot get a single reward or point from it? Especially when I was playing alone. It could be
more interesting if I could get some reward such as a new map or outfit by killing those giant monsters.
If this game could be refined with rewarding system, Freshbirds guidelines and better special effects, I would like to recomment
is to my friends.
That is all I want to say so far. I will keep playing this game and come back in a few days.. The 'point and click' adventure aspect
of this game is not terribly engaging, but the sliding puzzles are fun, enjoyable puzzles.. this is a great game it is worth the
money it is some damn good fps zombie shooting adventure i wish it had multiplayers put i love it the blocky style
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing cool
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